From NUFACT11 WORKSHOP
to posterity

The poster shows the three-flavour mixing of theorists, experimenters and accelerator physicists
**PROCEEDINGS** will be edited/referreeed by SPC and WG conveners and published in Journal of Physics Proceedings (or CERN YR)

**Deadline for submissions is 1 October** *(do submit to arXiv)*

4 pages for parallel session talk and posters

8 pages for plenary session

Instructions will be posted on web page

Online Book + reference copy for libraries etc...

Answers to the questions from Round table panel have been compiled by WG conveners will be edited by chairs and circulated asap.

The answers to our own questions and The list of new questions for NUFACT12 will be compiled by WG conveners

All will be included in the Proceedings
NUFACT11 chairs mandate finishes with publication of proceedings.

*Specially thank SPC and WG conveners for splendid engagement*
NUFACT12 chairs mandate starts now!

-- Towards NUFACT12 --

Conveners from Europe will be rotated and new conveners given a three – year assignment. Choice by SPC EU members. Keep balance between theorists/experimenters or accelerator skills

THANKS:
Thomas Schwetz, Juan Nueves, Elena Wildner, Donato Nicolo

Welcome Nominations for WG and SPC from NUFACT participants SPC and conveners should be complete by 1 September 2011. ➔ email Alain, Ilias, Alex Bogasz and Jeff Nelson.
Discussion on NUFACACT did not take place fault of time in agenda

General comment from SPC: need to continue efforts to making NUFACACT workshop *more WORK and less SHOP*

Suggestions/ideas on workshop by participants is welcome. ➔ email Alain, Ilias, Alex Bogasz and Jeff Nelson.

THANK YOU!